2019-2020 Dean’s List for Teaching Impact

Mike Baer Management
Rex Ballinger Economics
Joan Brett Management
Jenny Brown Accounting
Reynold Byers Supply Chain Management
Hitendra Chaturvedi Supply Chain Management
Lauren Chenarides Agribusiness
Eddie Davila Supply Chain Management
Andrés Díaz López Information Systems
John Dietrich Marketing
John Eaton Marketing
Kate Eaton Marketing
Mahyar Eftekhar Supply Chain Management
Jeffrey Englin Agribusiness
John W Fowler Supply Chain Management
C. Bret Giles Marketing
Joana Girante Economics
Donald Goldman Accounting
Carola Grebitus Agribusiness
Bart Hobijn Economics
Kevin Hong Information Systems
Nina Huang Information Systems
Atif Ikram Finance
Uday Kulkarni Information Systems
Don Lange Management
Julia LaRosa Management

Marcie LePine Management
R. Scott Livengood Management
Margaret M. Luciano Management
Eldar Maksymov Accounting
Dan Mazzola Information Systems
Matt McCarthy Information Systems
Daniel McIntosh Marketing
Detra Montoya Marketing
Kathleen Moser Information Systems
Christopher Neck Management
Adegoke Oke Supply Chain Management
Mikaella Polyviou Supply Chain Management
Linda Prince Information Systems
Seth Pruitt Finance
Timothy J. Richards Agribusiness
Kavous Roumina Information Systems
Melissa Beran Samuelson Accounting
Asish Satpathy Information Systems
Michael Shi Information Systems
Matt Sopha Information Systems
Patricia M. Swafford Supply Chain Management
Sunil Wahal Finance
Robert Wiedmer Supply Chain Management
Kelvin Wong Economics
Robert Wood Information Systems
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